
The new LITTLE MARCUS 58R is ready to replicate the worldwide success of our Marcus Miller signature heads, we introduced 
few years ago. It is the result of the meeting between Marcus Miller — renowned for his groundbreaking style and trademark 
sound— and Marco De Virgiliis, considered an innovator, being the first pioneer introducing lightweight, portable, powerful and 
great sounding bass heads and cabinets. As for the previous version, it has an amazing warm and natural sound, clear 
definition, punch and dynamic, respecting the priority of tone like all the Little Mark heads, plus a new tone setting with 5-band 
EQ on EQ1, from ULTRALOW to HIGH and the two new Old School and Millerizer filters featured on EQ2 taylored together 
with Marcus, allowing to quick obtain a vintage tone or an amazing slap sound. The new bi-band limiter featured on this amp 
responds faster and more dynamically to your playing. It's paired with a 500W power amp, providing impeccable bass 
frequency reproduction thanks to our MPT proprietary amp specifically designed for bass. LITTLE MARCUS 58R  The new 
amp new design features all the connections and controls on the front panel leaving on the rear panel only the speaker outs and 
AC power socket, offering optimal ergonomics and making everything more practical. All in an high build quality and ultralight 
new chassis for a super portable package that weights only 2,17Kg/4.78lbs. 

LITTLE MARCUS 58R Preamp
Power Amp

Power 

Solid State

500W@4ohm / 300W@8ohm 

Dimensions  

Weight 4.78 lbs / 2,17 kg

MPT 

Other features

EQ1 ULTRALOW - LOW - MID/LOW - MID/HIGH - HIGH

 
    XLR Line Out with Level Control and 

Pre/Post EQ and GND Lift switches 
BI-BAND LIMITER | MUTE switch 

FX Send/Return 
Footswitch (optional) to turn on/off EQ1 and Eq2 

(MARK PROPRIETARY TECHNOLOGY)

10.87”/ 27.6 cm (w); 3.27”/ 8.3 cm (h); 10.08”/ 25.6 cm(d)

- Product specifications are subject to change without notice
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SUGGESTED SELLING POINTS

> EQ 1 NEW TONE SETTING / EQ2 FILTERS
The LITTLE MARCUS 58R has simple, intuitive and effective controls as on the previous Little Marcus head series, with best tone choices thanks to the five 
bands on EQ1, from ULTRALOW to HIGH. An improved versatility is provided by a new tone setting tuned to offer a more defined, rich and dynamic sound 
that easily cuts in the mix. The new Old School and Millerizer filters setting was developed together with Marcus to allow a wide range of tone, from vintage 
to Marcus unique slap voice. EQ1 and EQ2 can be turned ON/OFF via optional footswitch.

> BI-BAND LIMITER
Our new bi-band limiter responds faster and more dynamically to your playing than traditional limiters do and lets your high end "breathe" for a more natural 
sound. It makes our amp heads the best choice for anyone who enjoys a quick, punchy attack at high volumes.

> AMAZING POWER TO WEIGHT RATIO
State of the art and technology with an amazing power to weight ratio. The LITTLE MARCUS 58R amp boasts 500W of power and only weights  
2,17Kg/4.78lbs

> MODERN CLASSIC WINNING AESTHETIC
This new amp features all the connections and controls on the front panel including a convenient mute switch, along with the Line Out level control knob 
that allows for precise control of the signal sent to the mixer/ PA with Pre-Post EQ switch to set the XLR output's routing to before or after your EQ as 
required, leaving on the rear panel only the speaker outs and AC power socket, making everything more practical and with a winning aesthetic.

> MADE IN ITALY 
Not just technology but also GLOCALIZATION and Made in Italy. Glocalization is for Markbass a key word, intended as the use and optimization of local 
resources to be competitive on the global market.  

> ECO-FRIENDLY
It’s time to think about the future; focus on the product and on the natural environment that surrounds it.

> BEST QUALITY, RIGHT PRICE
The new series of products MB58R has an incredible strength point: high quality and innovation at the right price. 

EQ2 MILLERIZER and OLD SCHOOL filters

 
    


